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What are/is K-Groups? 
Really, there are two answers to that question: 

- K-Groups is a ministry event: it replaces Sunday School or Bible Study as the new name for what we do 
on Sunday mornings. It begins at 9:45am every Sunday on the youth floor. 

- K-Groups are small groups, each one comprising 10-15 students. The “K’ stands for the Greek word 
koinonia, which is generally translated “fellowship” or “communion” in English.  

 
Why the change? 
Well just to be honest, our teens were bored to death in Sunday School. They tended to look at it like it was 
an additional, optional day of school. So beyond changing just the name, we wanted to change the culture as 
well. The focus is no longer on studying the Bible in a lecture-driven, educational way. Now it’s on our teens 
experiencing faith together through their K-Groups, encompassing not only Bible study, but much more. 
 
How will K-Groups work? 

- The Branch Adult Leader Fellowship will assign all active Branch students to a K-Group. Sixth graders 
will be their own K-Group. They will stay the same from the start of school through the end of summer. 

- K-Groups will be static across ministry events. In other words, events other than K-Groups may contain 
a K-Group element pretty often, even if it’s just getting together for prayer or playing a game as a K-
Group. We want to make the K-Group culture available to students beyond just Sunday mornings. 

- Each K-Group is led by a team of adult leaders. Additionally (with the exception of the 6th Graders) 
each K-Group will have at least one student who is a member of the Branch’s Student Leadership 
Team. This student will assist the adult leaders by setting up their K-Group space every week, 
facilitating K-Group elements and co-leading Bible Study discussion.  

- K-Groups will begin each Sunday with a large group time of worship through music, announcements 
and a few quick opening remarks from Stephen or another adult leader. Then, students will be 
dismissed into K-Groups in their assigned spaces. 

- K-Groups are autonomous. That is, each K-Group can decide independently what their time together 
on Sundays will look like, all the way from what elements they choose to implement to what they will 
study and discuss. In general, however, each K-Group should implement the following elements each 
Sunday: studying and discussing the Bible or related topics, getting to know each other, praying 
together, sharing struggles and victories and encouraging one another. 

- Beyond meeting every Sunday, K-Groups will: 
o Provide intimate community and discipleship for Branch students. 
o Experience a K-Group component in all ministry events. 
o Celebrate quarterly (have a party four times per year). 
o Serve semi-annually (do an outreach project together twice per year).  

 
What’s the win? 
Some call it a goal, but we call it “the win”. It’s the standard by which we measure our success when it comes 
to a specific ministry event. In other words, if we accomplish this specific thing, we feel like we’ve won! Branch 
leadership has defined the win for K-Groups as the following:  

to create an intimate community experience for students that  
provides them with the support they need to live out their faith daily. 


